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A crawling and drilling microrobot driven by an external oscillating or precessional magnetic field in tubular environments S. J. Kim We propose a crawling and drilling microrobot actuated by an external precessional magnetic field (EPMF) to effectively unclog obstructed blood vessels. Conventional crawling microrobots can only generate crawling motions using an external oscillating magnetic field. The proposed microrobot can generate navigating (crawling) and drilling motions selectively or simultaneously by controlling the EPMFs. We prototyped the proposed microrobot, and conducted several experiments to verify the efficacy of the crawling and drilling ability of the microrobot in a tubular environment. Coronary artery diseases are one of the main causes of mortality and the associated death rate is rapidly increasing.
1,2 One method for treating coronary artery diseases is catheter surgery, which can unclog a blocked blood vessel or expand a narrowed blood vessel, but catheter surgery has some challenges, including navigating within twisted and narrowed blood vessels. As an alternative to this conventional treatment, wireless microrobots driven by external magnetic fields have been studied extensively. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] Previous researchers have studied various drug delivery and drilling mechanisms using microrobot technology to unclog obstructed blood vessels. Specifically, spiral-type microrobots have a simple structure, and can perform moving and drilling motion in complex blood vessels using an external rotating magnetic field (ERMF). [3] [4] [5] [6] Jeon et al. showed that the translational and drilling motions of a spiral-type microrobot can be manipulated by using an ERMF and magnetic gradient, but it is difficult to generate sufficient propulsive force to drill blocked areas. 3 Jeong et al. proposed a spiral-type microrobot composed of two magnets with different magnetization directions, and they show that the insufficient propulsive force of the spiral-type microrobot can be complemented with an external precessional MF (EPMF) and magnetic gradient. 4 However, since conventional spiral-type microrobots are mechanically propelled by the rotating motion of a spiral blade, they can damage the wall of blood vessels during navigation. On the other hand, Nam et al. showed that a crawling microrobot can move stably and safely in a tubular environment, but their microrobot could not generate an unclogging motion because it has no drilling ability.
In this paper, we propose a microrobot that can generate crawling and drilling motions in tubular environments actuated by an EPMF, as shown in Fig. 1 . The proposed microrobot can generate crawling and drilling motions independently or simultaneously under different EPMF conditions. We prototyped the proposed microrobot, and conducted several experiments to verify its crawling and drilling abilities in a tubular environment.
II. CRAWLING AND DRILLING MOTIONS OF THE MICROROBOT
The proposed microrobot is composed of two parts, a crawling part (CP) and a drilling part (DP), as shown in Fig. 1 . The CP is used for locomotion, while the DP is used for drilling motion. The CP consists of several identical bodies, and each body includes a cylindrical permanent magnet, flexible legs, and rotating axis, while the DP is composed of two cylindrical permanent magnets, which have orthogonal magnetization directions, and the angle of the overall magnetization direction is 45 with respect to the moving direction. The CP is rotatable along the z-axis of the microrobot, while the DP is rotatable along the x-axis of the microrobot, as shown in Fig. 1 .
The magnetic torque exerted on a permanent magnet in an external magnetic field can be expressed by the following equation:
where m and B are the magnetic moment of the magnet and the applied magnetic flux density, respectively. From Eq. where B 0 , w 0 , and f are the magnitude of the EOMF, oscillating angle, and oscillating frequency, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2(a) . Assuming that the microrobot is placed in a tube along the x-axis, the oscillating motions of the CP actuated by the EOMF in Eq. (2) enables it to generate asymmetric friction forces between the legs and tube along the x-axis to generate a forward crawling motion. 7 When the microrobot reaches a clogged area in a tube, an EPMF, rotating along an axis with a specific precessional angle, d, is applied to the microrobot and the microrobot can generate simultaneous crawling and drilling motions, as shown in Fig. 3 . The EPMF can be expressed as the following equation:
where B 0 , x,Ñ, andŨ are the magnitude and angular velocity of the rotating magnetic field, a unit vector of the rotating axis and a unit vector fromÑ toward a point on the circle, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2(b) . Generally, the CP and DP of the microrobot moving in a tubular environment such as human blood vessels are subject to friction and drag forces as well as inertia effects, which can influence the mechanical motions of the microrobot. Thus, the crawling and drilling behaviors of the microrobot may vary with the conditions of the EPMF, such as the precessional angle, frequency, and magnitude of the EPMF. Therefore, the microrobot can generate crawling and drilling motions independently or simultaneously by changing the EPMF conditions. This ability is useful when a strong drilling motion is required, while generating a relatively weak crawling motion to move through clogged blood vessels.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We conducted various experiments to verify the proposed microrobot and operating method. A magnetic navigation system (MNS) was constructed to effectively apply EOMFs and EPMFs required to manipulate the microrobot, as shown in Fig. 4 . 8 The MNS is composed of an x-directional Helmholtz coil (HC), a y-directional uniform saddle coil (USCy), and a z-directional uniform saddle coil (USCz). Table I shows the major specification of the MNS. We also prototyped the proposed microrobot using 3D printing technology and ultraviolet curable acrylic plastic material, as shown in Fig. 5 . Two cylindrical NdFeB magnets, which have transverse and axial magnetization directions, were orthogonally inserted in the DP. 4 Cylindrical magnets magnetized along the axial direction were inserted in each body of the CP. 7 The magnetization of the NdFeB magnet was 955 000 A/m.
We first observed the crawling ability of the proposed microrobot using both the EOMF and the EPMF in a fluidic tubular environment. Figure 6(a) shows the crawling motion of the microrobot under the EOMF (f : 30 Hz, w 0 : 90 , B 0 : 14 mT) without the drilling motion, and Fig. 6(b) shows the simultaneous crawling and drilling motions of the microrobot under the EPMF (f : 30 Hz, d : 45 , B 0 : 14 mT). In this experiment, we observed that the velocity of the microrobot driven by the EOMF is faster than that of the microrobot driven by the EPMF under the same frequency. Thus, the EOMF is more efficient at producing the simple crawling motion of the microrobot.
We also observed the behavior of the microrobot under different EPMFs with various conditions. Figure 7 shows the dominant motions of the microrobot according to the change of the precessional angle, frequency, and magnitude of the EPMF. The frequencies and magnitude of the EPMF were set within the range that the MNS used in this research can generate. Generally, a microrobot under the influence of an EPMF demonstrates simultaneous crawling and drilling motions. However, as shown in Fig. 7(a) , at relatively low values of magnitude, frequency, and precessional angle, the drilling motion is dominant and the crawling motion is absent. As the frequency increases, the crawling motion occurs without the drilling motion, as shown in Figs. 7(b) and 7(c). These changes of the precessional angle, frequency, and magnitude of the EPMF can be used to selectively generate and control the crawling and drilling motions of the microrobot. We finally demonstrated the selective crawling and drilling motions of the proposed microrobot to drill a clogged area in a branched tubular environment, as shown in Fig. 8 . As a clot model, we used solid calcium carbonate (CaCO3) with a cylindrical shape (Moh's hardness: 3, diameter: 9 mm, length: 20 mm) to block the tubular path. The proposed microrobot first navigated to the branched point using the crawling motion via the EOMF (f : 10 Hz, w 0 : 60 , B 0 : 14 mT). After the microrobot reached the branched point, the microrobot selected the upper branch to move toward the clogged area using the EOMF (Step 1, f : 15 Hz, w 0 : 60 , B 0 : 14 mT). The microrobot then navigated fast through the straight area by using the EOMF (Step 2 ; f : 20 Hz, w 0 : 60 , B 0 : 14 mT), and then selected a path at a second branch point (Step 3, f : 15 Hz, w 0 : 60 ; B 0 : 14 mT). Finally, when the microrobot reached the clogged area, an EPMF (Step 4, f : 28 Hz, d : 45 , B 0 : 14 mT) was applied to the microrobot to generate crawling and drilling motions, and the microrobot easily moved through the clogged area in 30 s. The microrobot can be returned to the starting point by applying EOMFs with conditions opposite those described in Steps 1, 2, and 3.
IV. CONCLUSION
We proposed a microrobot capable of crawling and drilling motions selectively or simultaneously in a tubular environment actuated by an EOMF and EPMF. Furthermore, we showed that the crawling and drilling motions of the microrobot may vary with the change of the EPMF conditions. We conducted several experiments to verify the mechanism and selective crawling and drilling motions of the proposed microrobot. This research can contribute to the effective treatment of human vascular diseases.
